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Using ray theory, a general analysis is presented for the treatment of the effects of sound-source motion on the total acoustic field at a fixed receiving point. Sound speed is depth-dependent and the cw source follows an arbitrary path -':arbitrary velocity. The receive:d signal is interpreted as ,waveform of arbitrary frequency whose amaplitude and phase are time-dependent. Application of the theory is made to a constant sound-speed chann~el in which the source fol2.ows a short straight-'.ine path with constant speed, and a linearized acoustic model is developed. Both primary and cumulative acoustic phase are examined as functions of time for various sourcetrajectory dir'ections. An averaged Doppler-shift frequency, as well as unaveraged source frequency, is considered. maximum phase change occurs for radial source motion and minimum change occurs for circumferential motion. Finally, acoustic phase is investigated when the source follows a long s~traight-line path. An approximate formula is derived for cumulative phase, which is found to be a hyperbolic function of time.
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Unclassified Unclassified Ss'arit V Chansific-ulioll for total-field phase and amplitude were presented in the case of a source moving radially outward at fixed speed from a fixed receiver, when a specific deep-water sound-speed profile is assumed.
"The intent of this paper is twofold. We wish to present an analytical technique whereby a stationary sound-source problem can be transformed into a moving source problem, ircluding a careful explanation of Doppler effects for a cw sound source. In addition, to illustrate the technique, we consider a specific moving source problem in an isospeed channel.
The velocity of the source is chosen constant, but its direction with respect to a fixed receiver is not restricted to the radial case.
The total acoustic field is analyzed for both short-and long-range runs of the source.
In Sec. I, a general ray-theory treatment of the moving source proble!I is investigated, in which a general technique It is well known that, for "line of sight" transmission, as shown in Fig. 1(a) , the frequency fR detected at the receiver 
and the resultant frequency is
In the case of radial source motion, we find that
where the plus sign corresponds to ' = 0 and the minus sign to If) = r. In essence, the term v cosý can be interpreted as the scalar projection' of the velocity v onto the negati-e ray direction, where in this case the negative ray dicection is that of R. Letting v denote this scalar projection, we may :
The same technique can be applied when a moving source follows an arbitrary path r with arbitrary velocity in threedimensional space where the sound speed is a function of depth, the source and receiver are at arbitrary depths, and the source depth may change with time. Let R(t) denote the position vector from the receiver to the source at a time t, and let v(t) -dt denote the corresponding velocity vector, as shown in Fig. l(b) .
Even when sound speed is constant, the possibility of boundary reflections leads to a family of rays which propagate from the source to the receiver. If we let 6 (t) denote the angle at n the source of the nth ray, measured from the x' direction, and let un(t) denote the unit vector associated with the negative nth-ray direction at time t as shown in Fig. I (b) , then The scal.ar projection of v(t) onto u (t) is
where the angle '(t) is determined by v and u when their r
MA.i AM
initial points coincide. Applyingc Eq. 5 to Eq. 6,
+v (tsine (t) , (7) z n where i, j, and k ate unit vectors in the x,y, and z directions,
respectively, and
where r(t) :i
AA.-
Since the source is moving, the frequency associated with the nth ray detected by the receiver at a time t is not the frequency correspondinq to the source position at t. Rather, it is that corresponding to the source position at an earlier time. Letting t ndescribe the time associated with the continuou6 emission of the nth ray from the source, trierp exists a relationship between source time t and receiver time t given by n ~nn
where Tn is the travel time of the nth ray.
Observing from Eq. 10 that tn is an implicit function of t, we have t=
Sn n so that T n(tn) may be rewritten as T n(t). Clearly, the frequency of the nth ray detected at a time t is the frequency of the ray emitted at the time t -t-T (t). Evaluating Eq. 7 at t-t and n n n using this transformation,
z n where R xy~z(t) = Rxoyz (F n(t)], v x~yZ(t)=v Xyz(F n(t)], and
The corresponding Zrequency at the receiver, analogous to Eq. 4, is
z n where c(t) represents the sound speed at the source depth at receiver time t. If Eq. 9 is used in the case where r lies in the x-y plane, then Eq. 13 simplifies to
At the receiver, the contribution of the nth ray at time t is
where tn= t-Tn(t) is given by Eqs. A0 and 11,
is amplitude, S (t)=S [F (t)j is phase'change resulting from 11 n ni surface and/or bottom reflections, if any, and w (t)=27• (t). th Rn Rn If the n ray experiences no boundary reflections, then S n(t)-0. Substituting Eq. 13 into Eq. 15 with w=27rf, we obtain
We now turn to a brief discussion of the phase term Sn 
In Eq. 17, the subscript w refers to the water while m refers to the medium on the opposite side of the reflecting boundary either the ocean bottom or the atmosphere. The quantity B n is the amplitude loss at a reflection of the nth ray, c. is the shift in phase there, and the symbol i represents the imaginary unit. By Snro' l's law,
When Eq. 18 is substituted into Eq. 17, it becomes apparent that •). 7, :1 -9-amplitude loss and phase shift at a boundary reflection, in "yeneral, are time-dependent. In addition, the number N of bottom reflections and the number M of surface reflections of the nth ray may be time-dependent, so that we should write
If we make the usual n n n n nl n assumption of no amplitude loss and a 7r-rad phase shift at a surface reflection, then the contribution of all boundary reflections to A (t) is exp [N (t)lnin(t)] and Sn(t) is given by n n bnt) n
n n n n where B and e. refer only to a bottom reflection. If the nth n n ray experiences no bottom reflections at time t, then N (t)-0; n if it does not reflect from the surface at time t, then M n(t)0.
Of course, other reflection models may be considered.
If, for 8. example, a frequency-dependent model is employed, then the variation of frequency with time, as described in Eq. 13, must be includ1ed. In Eq. 20, 0 is the ray angle at the source, 0 x is the ray 0 angle at the receiving point, and R is the horizontal distance between source and receiving point.
It has been shown that -*1o -1! a non-stationary ocean requires corrections in the spreading loss, because a moving ocean causes an omnidirectional source to become directional and because rays are no longer normal to wavefronts. However, the corrections are negligible in an isospeed, uniform-current medium when the ratio of current speed to sound speed is small. Since there exist some analogies between a moving source and a moving medium problem, corrections in Eq. 20 are expected here also. However, in subsequent sections, source speed will be a small fraction of the speed of sound so that Eq. 20 will be assumed to be applicable. In using Eq. 20
for the nth ray, R should be replaced by R(t)=R[F (t)] and n 0 0 by e (t)=O [F n(t)], where F (t) is given by Eq. 11 and where
where c is the sound relce y l[R n 'R I speed at the fixed receiver. The contribution of spreading loss to amplitude is, therefore,
Thus the amplitude of the nth ray at the receiver is In order to determine the total acou3tic field at the receiver, we elect to add and subtract the factor wt in the argument of the sine in Eq. 15.
The quantity w is any constant, but arbitrary, circular frequency. Then
n n n where
. (24) n (t Rn (tt'tWRn n n
The total field may be expressed as
n n where the amplitude A and phase P can be determined from the following system of equations:
--1l
cos P(t) = A (t) AnA(t)cosqn(t). ,.
[Aw (
n=o Rn where t'
is some constant value of receiver time, then u should be replaced by w+Aw in Eqs. 23-28.
The above results are too general to predict the presence of shadow and caustic boundaries at any instant of time. These boundaries are important, however, since they can be expected to lead to discontinuities in Doppler shift and diffraction effects.
Once sound speed, receiver location, source path, and source velocity are selected for use in a particular application, 1 these pbenomena can be examined.
:1
II. THE ISOSPEED CHANNEL
In some special situations, the moving source problem simplifies greatly.
To illustrate the general treatment of Sec. I, we consider here the case of a constant sound-speed medium of depth H, bounded by a horizontal surface and bottom.
Both the sound source and receiving point are located on the ocean bottom, and the source is assumed to follow a straight- that the source AS is located a distance R from the receiving point 6 at time t=0. Also, let the angle a in the ocean bottom describe the direction of the source trajectory where
The source--receiver geometry appears in Fig. 2(a) , while Fig. 2(b) shows the first two rays from the moving source to the receiving point. Note that the index n equals the number of bottom reflections of the nth ray, and that the source location changes with n.
From geometric considerations, the distance between B
and c at time £ is given by
The scalar projection of v onto the negative direction of the nth ray (from receiver to source), given by Eq. 9, may be written as
where f sgn[vt+Rcosa] and where 0 (t) describes the angle n at the source of the nth ray at time t. As discussed in Sec. I, the frequency of the nth ray detected by the receiver at time t is not the frequency associated with the source position at t but, rather, is that corresponding to the source position at time tn = t-T n(t), where T n (t) = T n[F n( 
=$v (t(-t),

(2 where R(t)=R(F (t)] and 6 (t)=O [F (t)]
. The corresponding n ni n n frequency at the receiver is, analogous to Eq. 14, f Rn(t)=f 11 +6V 2 (t)-R sin a] /R/(t) -Cos; n(t• ,
where c is now a constant.
Since the travel time of the nth .
ray is
. We now make the usual assumption of no amplitude loss and a 7r-rad phase shift at a surface reflection. If Rayleigh reflection theory is used at each reflection of the nth ray from the horizontal bottom, then the use of Eqs. 18 and 37 enables us to write Eq. 17 as 
where k (t) is given by Eq. 35. Thus the amplitude of the n rith arrival, given by Eq. 22, becomes
With S ,A ,w, and T known, the nth arrival V given n n •Rn n n by Eqs. 23 and 24, is and
Of course, the remaining un and Tno terms may be approximated also, if desired.
The corresponding total acoustic field, given in Eq. 25, may now be expressed as the imaginary part of
xcoso-2Mw(cosa)t+(W-w)t 10 R0"i"npi"-WT no +W).
Although the summation in Eq. 23 contains an infinity of terms, its rapid convergence permits its termination. In Since w is usually large, Mw ik not small even for a slowly moving source. Thus Eq. 52 suggests that the effect of source motion on phase variation is significant, in qeneral. However, the effect on amplitude variation is negligible if Me/R-<l.
If w is chosen to be the cizcular frequency w at the source, then Eq. 52 simplifies to
A second procedure, outlined in Sec. I, is to average frequency over the first N' significant ray arrivals and over a time I interval T. When we carry out an average analogous to Eq. 29, we obtain
where the right-hand side is just the D)pplcr shift associated with the n=O ray. If we take w=w+Aw, with Aw oiven by Eq. 55, then Eq. 52 gives
We observe from Eqs. 54 and 56 that both 0I and 02 are approximately linear in time, where we have assumed that Itl / / -20-is small. Furthermore, the total-field phase is the same for
SCA
and a = -a , so that it is necessary to examine phase only for 0<a<c rad. Differentiation of Eq. 54 with respect to time leads to the observation Although the water depth H does not appear in Eqs. 52-58, it will be recalled that our results assume '-hat H/R is small.
-i. The lower horizontal axes indicate the directed distance r in )cm traveled by the source from its position at time t -0. Figure 3 illustrates the linearity of phase over a relatively short time interval and the fact that the slopes of the phase curves In agreement with Eq. 58, curves in Fig. 4 have only half the slope of corresponding curves in Fig. 3 .
Primary phase is phase modulo one cycle, and will be is the corresponding angle subtended by the source-path and receiver-source directions, as shown in Fig. 6 . In Secs. II and III, R represented the initial distance between source and receiving point at t=O, and (o(0) described the phase of a stationary source at a distance R from the receiver at Limne, t=0 in Eq. 54. In that equation, w was chosen to be the circular frequency at the source, and we shall restrict ourselves to this case here. The analog of Eq. 54, for t expanded about t rather than zero, is
where It-toi<<l and Po(t 0 ) is the phase of a stationary source at time t=to. Now, let to be the time required for 8 to travel are found from the following expressions:
and
Using Eqs. 60 and 61, Eq. 59 may now be expressed as Taylor coefficient of (t-t ) is $ (t ), we have from Eq. 62
Integration of this result with respect to to gives
where C is a constant of integration. Because we are interested only in relative cumulative phase, we select C = 2wd/c in order to make 4(0) = 0. In addition, we write t in place of t to obtain
!-or larc;e values of It!, Eq. 66 becomes -25-
i
~A"
Thus the magnitude of the rate of phase variation is approximately constant for large ItI, as observed in Eq. 62 or in Fig. 3 as a approaches 00 
